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"Ah, La Femme Sage!"

•
The weather was at its Boston-worst, raindark under a lowering sky moved by

winds off the raw sea. Beacon Hill was without charm, its windows blank behind

late October's spent flower boxes. We pressed on under an awkward um-

brella, questioning our Judgment in seeking out a photographic exhibit we'd

seen advertised as "Wise Women." Suddenly we were upon the gallery, swirl-

ing out of the wet world and into a haven of light and order called Artisans Ltd.

In its warmth we rearranged our psyches and began to relax into an unex-

pected ambience. An artisan constructing frames at a table greeted us and re-

treated Into his work, freeing us to see, to see that we were being watched by

lively eyes that regarded us with humor and curiosity.

Encountering the photographs was like entenng a crowded party, meeting

a dozen people quickly, too quickly to retain their names, but with enough time

to sense we were in the midst of a group of lively ones. We began to move

more slowly and reintroduced ourselves to this company of wise women. They

were so different from one another, their styles of dress and hair, the impres-

sions of years making different configurations of line and crease, yet they shared

an overriding similarity: their vitality. What charming company they were,

heartlifting to us in their evident self-sufficient reality. And only then the ques-

tion occurred to us, how had the photographer been able to put such diverse

life into a lens without losing the vitality of the portraits.

We turned our attention to the biography of the artists and read that

Mary Ellen Rooney had been commissioned to photograph wise women, that

she had sought her subjects using the criterion of women who had contributed

to the community for decades. The photographs had been shown at Gallery

East. East End Arts on Long Island and in New York City at Soho Photo. In Bos-

ton the exhibit was displayed at Northeastern University and we were seeing

it here at Artisans Ltd. But these were only the external facts. What was the

inner life of the photographer-artist that enabled her to take such lively and

individualized photographs of old women? Yes, there must be technical ex-

pertise, and clearly this had been mastered. But there had to be something

more and we found a clue to it in the biography. It quoted Ms. Rooney as saying

of her project she was "somehow enchanted, bewitched, starguided." Such
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wonderful words. To feel enchanted and bewitched, to let oneself be star-

guided one must allow oneself a free imagination, a mind clear of predisposi-

tions, a heart that keeps open house. Because Ms. Rooney possessed these

keys she courted her wise women with a camera that did not stand as a tech-

nological contrivance between her life and that of her subjects; rather, she

courted them with a camera that In her creative hand and eye became a lifeline

between wise women and a seeker.

-FRANK AND JENNIFER LEONARD

•
When the original commission to photograph wise women came to me I desper-
ately needed guidance and wisdom. I was working on a Long Island farm for the
harvest. It was fall and the curtain had dropped on another summer season in the
Hamptons. The long winter loomed ahead with its familiar subsistence issues for
my single-parent household. Over the years I had become entangled in the subtle
trap of life in a resort area. Seduced by summer sunlight I'd remained year after
year despite the fact that I was making little progress professionally. It seemed that
I could neither change the situation nor extricate myself.

The problem was partly my artist-self: I can always find excitement. At the
time it was the visual beauty of farm. Although I worked hard grading apples, un-
loading trucks, and harvesting lOO-pound pumpkins, I could also see intoxicating
vistas. Apple orchards and potato fields that rolled down to the sea. Pumpkin
patches that disappeared mysteriously into the mists of Mecox Bay. And the
colors: rich bluish-red Macoun apples covered by mauve frost and spots of green.
Or green Mutsus: seldom had I witnessed such serenity.

But something deep within knew it was time for change. I became obsessed
with migrating birds. I had even taken some migrations of my own, during August
when my sons were on vacation. The arcs of these flights widened each year. Today
I see that the distance of these excursions grew in proportion to the frustrations I
felt at home. Once, in fact, I'd even flown to Maupiti in French Polynesia to be part
of Jean-Michel Cousteau's Project Ocean Search. It was another hemisphere, an
alien environment requiring a life-support system. The more remote the territory I
chose for my wanderings, the more difficult it became to re-enter my life.

The trip with Cousteau had shown me that it was possible to live out one's
highest dreams. It also awakened a need to find my own dream, rather than follow
another's. But when Deborah Perry, an eastern Long Island resident, asked me to
photograph some of the fascinating older women who lived in our area I did not
recognize the opportunity. At first I protested but eventually accepted the assign-
ment. Our arrangements seemed clear and uncomplicated and so, innocently, I
phoned my first subject. I was unprepared for her response. Oh, no. Never! I can't
let you take my photograph," she sputtered in a way that was abnormal for this
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Frances Gardiner Collins

rational and gracious person. "I'm like one of those Indians," she exclaimed. "If
you take my picture, you'll take away my spirit."

I phoned Fred Burrell, a professional photographer-friend in New York, and
we talked at length about ways in which I could refine my approach. We concluded
that beauty as a point of view should be discarded. But more, he counseled, I
should begin to look upon the women on my list, and lead them towards viewing
themselves, as part of something larger.

Then one afternoon I made a discovery. While driving around Long Island's
north shore I came upon a lovely sight-a roadside stand set up on a flatbed truck.
The truck bed was covered with an array of fall vegetables arranged in an arc pat-
tern: green curves of fresh broccoli, cauliflower, and cabbages. Around the edges
were displayed rows of Brussels sprouts on spiney stalks.

The custodian of this business was a small grey-haired woman in sweatshirt
and slacks. On her head she wore a little sheepskin hat that finished the composi-
tion before me.

Camera in hand, I left my car and spoke to the woman, commenting on the
artistry of her display. When I asked if I could take some photographs, she nodded
and moved away from the truck. From the manner in which she backed off I real-
ized the futility of asking her to participate. While I focused on broccoli, cauli-
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flower, and Brussels sprouts, I noticed something pink through the lens. In the
midst of the vegetables was a white vase painted with green leaves. The vase stood
upon a small box. It had been deliberately elevated so that the passerby could ad-
mire its contents-two or three sprays of pink roses, not the kind of long-stemmed
roses from the florist, rather, wild roses that grow voraciously in July. But this was
November, nearly Thanksgiving.

I set my camera on the truck and asked the woman who was trying to make
herself invisible, "The roses, where in the world did you get these roses? I thought
they only bloomed in summer." Shyly, she stepped forward and, with coaxing, told
me the following story:

In the winters she worked for a woman whose charitable duty it was each year
to supply the town green with plantings. The past year my newfound friend had
taken an interest in her employer's project, rooting and cultivating pink roses for
the village gardens in her own home. By spring the cuttings were developed enough
to be planted. They thrived and brought such beauty to the village green that a local
newspaper had sent a reporter to interview the woman in charge of the project. The
reporter had subsequently written a story praising the charitable woman for her
horticulture and citizenship.

"I guess she just forgot to mention my name," the woman at the farmstand
disclosed. She seemed embarrassed to hear herself speak the words and continued
to look over my shoulder and not at my face.

It was unfair, the disparate amounts of energy, time and caring that the two
women had put into the pink roses that for summers hence would flourish pro-
fusely in the town. Although I felt sad about what had happened I didn't speak of
it. Instead I asked, "Why don't you move near the flower vase and I'll take your
picture with the roses. If the picture comes out, I'll send it to you." Hesitantly she
moved next to the pink blooms and allowed me to take a few photographs.

The following week, still attempting to hide myself-from my own assign-
ment-the woman from the farmstand kept reemerging on my screen of vision un-
til finally I decoded the message. She had provided the key that unlocked the first
door through which I would begin to move forward. I realized that sometimes peo-
ple will put themselves aside and allow photographs to be taken in the interest of a
story that needs telling. "Part of something larger," as 1had been advised .

•
In nine months, 1 photographed 18 women between the ages of 65 and 96. In

that period I was to be given many more keys that unlocked doors to my perception
through which I would know my life differently. Eventually, in trying to tell pho-
tographically the stories of these lives, I would gain enough insight and strength to
make significant changes of my own.
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Rare book collector, concert pianist, occupational therapist, curator, horse-
woman, matriarch, real estate doyenne, historian-all proved the possibility of
contributing through long lifetimes. Also, although it may not always be possible
to maintain a robust body, these women demonstrated that the spirit is indomita-
ble and remains beautiful.

One of the first women I photographed was Mary Gosman, the enchantress of
Montauk as this matriarch in her 70's is called, who is also known for her anony-
mous charities. Recounting the tale of her courageous immigration to America
while still in her teens, Mary provided me with words I would often draw from.

~..

Frances Miller

"There's got to be more to life than this. I don't know what it is, but I'm going to
find it," she had declared to herself when she looked about her tiny, bleak Irish
town.

Textile designer Rosalie Gwathmey jolted me out of my long-term romance
with the Long Island landscape when she said, "you'll never earn a living here.
You'll have to go to the city for that! This is a place to arrive to, not from."
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Another winter morning while with horsewoman Fannie Gardiner Collins I
realized why I had returned to Long Island 12 years before. Although few words
were exchanged as we trudged over the hard ground of her East Hampton horse
farm, I knew with absolute clarity while with her that the elements which ran in
Fannie's blood also ran in mine. My rooting process was now completed. I was free
to go anywhere, for that could never change. "Things come back, honey. Every-
thing's a circle and everything's connected," said Fannie, who guesses she's "here
to be with horses."

The level at which Boots Lamb was functioning on the morning of her 80th
birthday is my most enduring memory. Ihad returned for a second shooting. Bags
packed for a trip to South America with her husband, Boots stood in the doorway
of her real estate office for some last-minute words with her staff. It was clear that
they loved and respected their boss. I got the photo I wanted.

Naturalist Barbara Hale's only complaint in life was that her feet bothered
her. "From overuse," I guessed as I joined her on a snow-crusted walk in early
March. A woodland spirit, an ever-present magnifying glass around her neck on a
chain, she chatted about Canada geese as she plowed through a snowdrift above
her boot tops. Later I found myself staring through that magnifying glass into an
awsome garden of Eden contained within the green-striped walls of a snowdrop.
"Art only imitates nature," Barbara exclaimed, "and poorly."

At 80, Frances Miller began a new career as a writer. Her life testifies to a
woman's struggle against the protection and narrowness of her patrician origins to
well-earned independence with the freedom to express herself as an artist. Although
weak and ill from burns and an appendectomy, Frances insisted that I help select
paintings for a forthcoming show. In her infirm state she nevertheless remained to-
tally oriented to the present and excited about the future.

The primitive painter, Margaret Lamb, was finishing a play when I met her.
She hasn't liked being a widow, yet she continues to paint the beautiful places she
sees every day. Margaret recently wrote to me that "soon I'll be 87 and I'm no wiser
than I was at 20."

And Terry Liss, in her 70's, one of the original organizers of Women's Strike
for Peace, spoke of "enjoying. You don't stay at anything unless you really enjoy
it."

Diminutive writer-historian-environmentalist, Nancy Willey, who is shy, al-
most timid in demeanor, has fought ardent battles for the environment. One of
Nancy's characteristics that I liked best was her ability to keep alive the explorer
within. As a writer she still sojourns to places where there are new people and ad-
ventures. It's a quality I hope never to lose.

"An artist must develop a schedule whether she likes it or not," counseled con-
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Mrs. Conde "Boots" Lamb

cert pianist, Sue Matsuki, 87. "Success depends on how committed one can be to
that structure. It's not easy."

Mary Cantwell, a widow in her 70's, determined about her future, showed me
her pacemaker. "I'm going to build a new house here in Amagansett," she declared.
"My friends say it would be too much stress, but I want to do it anyway."

"Ah, la femme sage!" acknowledged Frenchwoman Marie Gordon, at 94 my
oldest subject. I tried to photograph Marie with the tapestries she had designed. It
was impossible; they overpowered her frail withered body. But, as I move in closely
with portrait lens, I saw those dark eyes, intense, intelligence still powerful. Her
teapot, a giant piece of pottery with a slow leak, sat on a nearby tray. "This pot
comes from a long time ago, before they put labels on things," she gestured, as
though it explained everything.

Mary Ellen Rooney isa photographer living in Boston. She continues to be engaged in photographing
wise women, in preparation for a book and further exhibitions.


